We consider real orthogonal n × n matrices whose diagonal entries are zero and offdiagonal entries nonzero, which we refer to as OMZD(n). We show that there exists an OMZD(n) if and only if n = 1, 3, and that a symmetric OMZD(n) exists if and only if n is even and n = 4. We also give a construction of OMZD(n) obtained from doubly regular tournaments. Finally, we apply our results to determine the minimum number of distinct eigenvalues of matrices associated with some families of graphs, and consider the related notion of orthogonal matrices with partially-zero diagonal.
There are known constraints on the existence of conference matrices, and owing to the constraint on their entries it is not surprising that they are difficult, in general, to construct. From the definition one can show that n must be even. Two conference matrices are equivalent if one can be obtained from the other by multiplying rows or columns by −1, or by simultaneously permuting rows and columns; if n ≡ 2 mod 4, a conference matrix is equivalent to a symmetric matrix, while if n ≡ 0 mod 4, C is equivalent to a skew-symmetric matrix (see, for instance, [9] or [7] ). However, n being even is not a sufficient condition: Belevitch [4] showed that if a symmetric conference matrix of order n exists (and thus n ≡ 2 mod 4), then n − 1 must be the sum of two squares; consequently, there do not exist conference matrices of orders 22, 34 or 58. It is unknown if there exists a conference matrix of order 66 (see [6, The purpose of this article is to investigate what happens when the requirement that the nonzero entries are ±1 is removed. For odd orders, it is not difficult to see that neither an OMZD(1) nor an OMZD(3) can exist. However, as the following two examples demonstrate, OMZDs with odd orders do exist.
Example 1.4. The following matrix is an OMZD(5):
Example 1.5. The following matrix is an OMZD(7) (found with the help of MAPLE):
3 R, and where R = 9 + 4 √ 6.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sections 2 and 3, we prove that there exists an OMZD(n) if and only if n ∈ {1, 3}, and also consider the existence of symmetric OMZD(n), proving that these exist if and only if n is even and n = 4. In Section 4 we give an alternative, combinatorial construction of OMZD(n) for certain n ≡ 3 mod 4. Finally, in Section 5 we give some applications of OMZDs to spectral graph theory, to the problem of determining the minimum number of distinct eigenvalues for a class of real, symmetric matrices obtained from a bipartite graph. This also leads us to consider the existence of orthogonal matrices with partially-zero diagonal (OMPZDs).
Existence of OMZDs
To demonstrate the existence of OMZDs, we make use of the following construction.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that there exist an OMZD(m + 1) and an OMZD(n + 1). Then there exists an OMZD(m + n).
Proof. Let M and N be an OMZD(m + 1) and an OMZD(n + 1) respectively, each scaled so that they are unitary, i.e. M M T = I m+1 and N N T = I n+1 . We express these in the following form:
where B and C are m × m and n × n, respectively (known as the cores of M and N ). By construction, we have the following:
so Q is orthogonal. By construction, Q has all diagonal entries zero and all off-diagonal entries nonzero. Therefore Q is an OMZD(m + n).
As an example of the usefulness of Lemma 2.1, we construct an OMZD(9) from the OMZD(6) and OMZD(5) we saw in Examples 1.2 and 1.4 respectively. Example 2.2. After rescaling to obtain unitary matrices, we obtain the following OMZDs from Examples 1.2 and 1.4:
). Using the notation in the proof of Lemma 2.1, we have
By construction, we have
K T (where K denotes the 5×4 all-ones matrix). After rescaling by a factor of 2 √ 5, we obtain the following OMZD (9):
The main result of this paper is the following.
Theorem 2.3.
There exists an OMZD(n) if and only if n ∈ {1, 3}.
Proof.
We proceed by induction on n. As observed earlier, an OMZD(1) and OMZD(3) do not exist, while OMZD(n) for n = 2, 4, 5 are given in Examples 1.2 and 1.4. Assume that n ≥ 6, and suppose that there exist OMZD(m) for all m < n (except m = 1, 3). In particular, there exist an OMZD(n − 2) and an OMZD(4), so by Lemma 2.1 there exists an OMZD(n).
The result follows by induction.
Existence of symmetric OMZDs
In this section, we settle the existence question for symmetric OMZDs. As is standard, we denote the all-ones matrix by J.
Theorem 3.1. There exists a symmetric OMZD(n) if and only if n is even and n = 4.
Proof. First, we suppose that n is even and let n = 2m. In Example 1.2, we have a symmetric OMZD (2) . It can be shown by contradiction (see Appendix A) that a symmetric OMZD (4) does not exist. So we assume that m ≥ 3. Define A = J − I and B = αI + βJ, where α = √ m 2 − 1 and
Now consider the matrix
Clearly, M is symmetric; we shall show that M is an OMZD(2m). Now,
by construction, A and B commute, so AB − BA = BA − AB = 0, while
since our choice of β is a solution to the quadratic equation
It remains to show that M has the desired pattern of zero entries: in order for M to be an OMZD(2m), it suffices to show that B has no zero entries. Now, the off-diagonal entries of B are all β, and β = 0 if and only if m 2 − 1 = 2m − 1, which happens precisely when m = 2. The diagonal entries of B are all α + β, and we have that α + β = 0 if and only if
this is impossible. 1 Thus we have a symmetric OMZD(n) for any even n (except n = 4). Now suppose that n is odd, and for a contradiction suppose that M is a symmetric OMZD(n). Since M is symmetric, its eigenvalues are real. Without loss of generality, we may assume that M is unitary, so therefore its eigenvalues are ±1. Since M has trace 0, it follows that the eigenvalues 1 and −1 have the same multiplicity. But since n is odd, this is impossible. Hence, by contradiction, a symmetric OMZD(n) does not exist when n is odd.
As a symmetric OMZD(4) does not exist, and conference matrices only yield symmetric OMZD(n) for n ≡ 2 mod 4, the first case where Theorem 3.1 needs to be applied is to obtain a symmetric OMZD(8). . Then we obtain the following symmetric OMZD (8):
A construction using doubly regular tournaments
In this section, we present an alternative construction of OMZDs for certain orders congruent to 3 modulo 4. This differs from our earlier approach by being more combinatorial in nature, making use of the following class of objects.
Definition 4.1.
A doubly regular tournament of order q, denoted DRT(q), is an orientation of the complete graph on q vertices, where each vertex has out-degree k, and for any pair of distinct vertices u, w there are exactly λ vertices with arcs from both u and w.
If follows from the definition that k = (q − 1)/2 and λ = (q − 3)/4, and thus that q ≡ 3 mod 4. Furthermore, if A is the adjacency matrix of a DRT(q), then A + A T = J − I and
It was shown by Reid and Brown in 1972 [20] that a DRT(q) is equivalent to a skew-Hadamard matrix of order q + 1: this is a matrix H with entries ±1 which satisfies HH T = (q + 1)I and H + H T = 2I. We note that H is a skew-Hadamard matrix if and only if H − I is a skew-symmetric conference matrix. It also follows that if A is the adjacency matrix of a DRT(q), then it is the incidence matrix of a skew-Hadamard 2-design; the relationship between Hadamard matrices and symmetric designs is discussed in detail in [15, Chapter 4] . The relevance of doubly regular tournaments to this paper is demonstrated in the next result. Proof. Suppose that there exists a doubly regular tournament of order q with adjacency matrix A. Let M = αA + J − I: our aim is to choose a suitable α so that M is an OMZD(q). First, we note that M has zero diagonal; the off-diagonal entries are either 1 or 1 + α, so provided α = −1 these are all nonzero. So we choose α such that M M T = cI for some c. Since A has (q − 1)/2 entries of 1 in each row and column, it follows that
From this, we obtain
By the quadratic formula, the coefficient of J in the above will be zero precisely when
Since q ≡ 3 mod 4 and q = 3 we have that q ≥ 7, so these values of α are real numbers. Hence the matrix M = αA + J − I is an OMZD(q).
There are several constructions of doubly regular tournaments in the literature, usually presented in terms of skew-Hadamard matrices: see the survey by Koukouvinos and Stylianou [17] for details. A conjecture of Seberry Wallis [21] (in terms of skew-Hadamard matrices) asserts that a DRT(q) exists if and only if q ≡ 3 mod 4; the smallest value for which no example is known is q = 275 (see [17] ). Two important constructions are in the following lemmas. Because of the equivalence between skew-symmetric conference matrices and skewHadamard matrices, Lemma 4.3 is implied by Theorem 1.3.
Lemma 4.4 (Seberry Wallis [22]; Reid and Brown [20]). Suppose that there exists a doubly regular tournament of order q. Then there exists a doubly regular tournament of order 2q + 1.
By applying Theorem 4.2 to the doubly regular tournaments obtained in these two lemmas, we have the following result. 
(one can verify that M M T = cI, where c = (27 − 9 √ 5)/2).
By applying the "doubling construction" of Lemma 4.4, we can also obtain an OMZD(15) starting from the same matrix A as in Example 4.6.
Application: distinct eigenvalues of graphs
Suppose A is an n × n real symmetric matrix. The graph of A is the simple graph on n vertices labelled 1, . . . , n, with i adjacent to j if and only if A ij = 0 (for i = j). Conversely, for any simple graph G with n vertices, one can associate with G the class of n × n matrices S(G), consisting of all real symmetric matrices whose graph is G. We note that the definition of the graph of A ignores its diagonal entries, so the diagonal entries of any matrix in S(G) are arbitrary.
Much recent research has been devoted to such classes of matrices (see, for instance, the surveys by Fallat and Hogben [11, 12] ). In particular, in [1, 2, 10, 13, 16] the following question is considered: for a given graph G, what is the minimum number of distinct eigenvalues of a matrix in S(G)? This parameter is denoted q(G).
It is not difficult to see that q(G) = 1 if and only if the graph G has no edges (see [1, Lemma 2.1]). So a natural question is to ask which graphs G have q(G) = 2. Various results on this question were obtained by Ahmadi et al. in [1] : for instance, they showed that complete graphs K n , complete bipartite graphs K n,n and hypercubes Q n all have q(G) = 2. As observed in [1, Section 4] , the property that q(G) = 2 for a non-null graph G is equivalent to the existence of an orthogonal matrix in S(G).
The parameter q(G) is not necessarily well-behaved when it comes to deleting edges from a graph G. For instance, for a cycle C n on n vertices we have q(C n ) = ⌈n/2⌉ (see [1, Lemma 2.7] ); if we delete an edge to obtain the path P n on n vertices, we then have q(P n ) = n (see [13, Theorem 3.1] ). However, the deletion of an edge can also cause the minimum number of distinct eigenvalues of a graph to decrease: compare the examples in [1, Figs. 6.1, 6.2] ). In fact, the difference between q(G) and q(G − e) can be made arbitrarily large in either direction.
Bipartite graphs
For a bipartite graph G with bipartition X ∪ Y , where X = {1, . . . , m} and Y = {1 ′ , . . . , n ′ }, we let B(G) be the class of m × n real matrices B, whose rows and columns are indexed by A straightforward consequence of this theorem is the following.
Corollary 5.2 (Ahmadi et al. [1]). For the complete bipartite graph
Proof. Since B(K n,n ) consists of all n × n matrices with no zero entries, all one requires is an orthogonal matrix with no zeroes; for n ≤ 2 this is trivial, while for n ≥ 3, the matrix I − 2 n J is orthogonal.
The main result of this subsection gives an application of OMZDs to the following class of graphs. We denote by G n the bipartite graph obtained by deleting a perfect matching from K n,n . Theorem 5.3. Where G n is as above, q(G n ) = 2 unless n = 1 or n = 3.
Proof. Suppose that G n has bipartition X ∪ Y , where X = {1, . . . , n} and Y = {1 ′ , . . . , n ′ }, and that the perfect matching that was deleted was the canonical one, i.e. {i, i ′ } for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then any matrix in B(G n ) has zero diagonal and nonzero entries elsewhere, so any orthogonal matrix in B(G) is an OMZD(n). By Theorem 2.3, such a matrix exists for all n = 1, 3. The result then follows from Theorem 5.1.
Note that the graph G 1 has no edges and thus q(G 1 ) = 1, while the graph G 3 is a cycle on six vertices C 6 , and the non-existence of an OMZD(3) corresponds to the known result that q(C 6 ) = 3 (cf. [1, Lemma 2.7] ). By Corollary 5.2, we know that q(K n,n ) = 2; thus Theorem 5.3 gives examples of graphs where deleting a set of edges does not change the value of q(G). However, to obtain G n from K n,n one must delete several edges simultaneously; a natural question is to ask what happens to q(G) if one deletes these edges sequentially, one at a time. In this situation, to show that q(G) remains equal to 2 each time an edge is deleted, the following class of matrices may be used.
Orthogonal matrices with partially-zero diagonal
We define an orthogonal matrix with partially-zero diagonal, OMPZD(n, k), to be an n × n orthogonal matrix with exactly k zero entries, all of which are on the main diagonal. Clearly an OMZD(n) is an OMPZD(n, n). On the other hand, an OMPZD(n, 0) is an orthogonal matrix with no zero entries, which we observed in Corollary 5.2 exists for all n ≥ 1. The connection with bipartite graphs is given by the following result, whose proof is essentially the same as that of Theorem 5.3. So it remains to show how to construct OMPZDs. One can easily show that there is no OMPZD (2, 1) or OMPZD(3, 2) , while Theorem 2.3 shows that there is no OMPZD (1, 1) or  OMPZD(3, 3) . Some small examples are given below.
Example 5.5. The following matrices are an OMPZD(3, 1), an OMPZD(4, 3) and an OMPZD(5, 4):
, and ψ, ϕ are the roots of 2x 2 + (1 − √ 5)x − 1 = 0).
In fact, most OMPZDs can be obtained from OMZDs, using the approach of Cheon et al. [5] for reducing the number of zero entries in an orthogonal matrix, which gives the following result.
Lemma 5.6. Suppose that n ≥ 4. Then, for any k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ n − 2, there exists an OMPZD(n, k).
Proof. Let R(θ) denote the following matrix (where −π < θ ≤ π):
It is clear that R(θ) is an orthogonal matrix. Furthermore, for any orthogonal matrix A, the product AR(θ) must also be orthogonal. Also, the columns of AR(θ) are identitical to those of A = (a ij ) apart from the first two, which have the form    a 1,1 cos θ + a 1,2 sin θ . . . a n,1 cos θ + a n,2 sin θ    and
−a n,1 sin θ + a n,2 cos θ    .
Let A be an OMZD(n), which exists by Theorem 2.3 since n ≥ 4. Then we may choose an arbitrarily small value of θ > 0 to ensure that all entries of these two columns are nonzero, and thus AR(θ) is an OMPZD(n, n − 2). By permuting rows and columns, and repeatedly applying this process, we may obtain an OMPZD(n, k) for any k where 0 ≤ k ≤ n − 2.
We remark that this approach does not work to obtain an OMPZD(n, n − 1). However, our methods for constructing OMZDs from Section 2 can easily be adapted to this situation.
Lemma 5.7.
There exists an OMPZD(n, n − 1) if and only if n = 2, 3.
Proof. An OMPZD(1, 0) is trivial to construct. As already observed, neither an OMPZD(2, 1) nor an OMPZD(3, 2) can exist. Examples of an OMPZD(4, 3) and an OMPZD(5, 4) were given in Example 5.5 above. So we assume that n ≥ 6. Let M be an OMPZD(4, 3), scaled so that it is unitary, and arranged so that the (1, 1) entry is zero. Let N be a unitary OMZD(n−2), which exists by Theorem 2.3. As in the proof of Lemma 2.1, we suppose that these have the form
and then define
It follows-using the same method as Lemma 2.1-that Q is an OMPZD(n, n − 1).
Combining Theorem 2.3, Example 5.5, Lemmas 5.6 and 5.7, and the existence of OMPZD(n, 0) from Corollary 5.2, we have proved the following. Immediately, we have the following result for graphs.
Corollary 5.9. Suppose that n ≥ 1 and 1 ≤ k ≤ n, and let G n,k be the bipartite graph obtained by deleting a matching of size k from K n,n . Then, unless (n, k) ∈ {(1, 1), (2, 1), (3, 2) , (3, 3)}, we have q(G n,k ) = 2.
The two exceptions which we have not already encountered are when (n, k) = (2, 1) and (n, k) = (3, 2). In the former case, the graph G 2,1 is a path with 4 vertices, so q(G 2,1 ) = 4 by [13, Theorem 3.1]. In the latter case, the graph G 3,2 is a Cartesian product P 3 K 2 ; by [1, Theorems 3.2 and 6.7] we have 3 ≤ q(G 3,2 ) ≤ 4.
Complete multipartite graphs
The existence of symmetric OMZDs of even order can be used to demonstrate that that q(G) = 2 for yet another family of graphs. Proof. Since m is even, we have m > 1 which ensures that the graph is non-null, and thus q(K n m ) > 1. So it suffices to demonstrate the existence of an orthogonal matrix in S(G). Let A = (a ij ) be a symmetric OMZD(m), which (since m is even and m = 4) exists by Theorem 3.1, and let B be a nowhere-zero symmetric orthogonal matrix of order n (as observed earlier, this is trivial to find for n ≤ 2, and B = I − By standard properties of Kronecker products, we have that A⊗B is symmetric and orthogonal. Also, the all-zero blocks on the diagonal and nowhere-zero blocks off the diagonal show that A ⊗ B ∈ S(K n m ). Hence, when m is even and m = 4, q(K n m ) = 2.
In the case m = 2, we have a complete bipartite graph K n,n , and the matrix obtained here is exactly the matrix described in [1, Corollary 6.5] . We note that, as matrices in S(G) can have arbitrary diagonal entries, the matrices in the proof of Theorem 5.10 have more structure than is necessary. Also, the assumptions that m is even and m = 4 do not appear to be natural; we suspect that q(K n m ) = 2 whenever n ≥ 1 and m ≥ 2.
